
Appendix 1 

Summary of  Comments / Objections Response 

Ref. 1: Petition 

Petition containing 254 signatures. 

The petition supports the prohibition of driving order, however outlines 

an objection to the exemption of allowing motorbikes to use the byway 

on the grounds that the motorbikes will stray off the route and do 

damage to the fields which are currently used as grazing for both sheep 

and cattle as well as growing crops for hay and silage. 

Ref. 1 

Recommend that the published exemption for motorbikes to use the BOAT is removed from 

Traffic order. 

Ref. 2: Local Resident 

A local resident living along the BOAT also objects to the proposal stating 

that the  proposal will have a major influence along the properties along 

the route as no four wheeled vehicles would be able access this road. 

Ref. 2 

Exemptions are contained in the Traffic Order to allow access for local residents living along 

the BOAT. 

Ref. 3: Pembrey and Burry Port Town Council 

Pembrey and Burry Port Town Council indicated that they are in favour of 

the intended prohibition of driving order, however they have indicated 

that motorbikes should not be included as one of the exemptions in the 

order, as they considered it would be dangerous for these to be allowed 

access. 

Ref. 3 

Recommend that the published exemption for motorbikes to use the BOAT is removed from 

Traffic order. 

 

  



 

Summary of  Comments / Objections Response 

Ref. 4 : Llanelli Ramblers 

Llanelli ramblers support the petition received (See Ref 1. Above). 

Ref. 4 

Recommend that the published exemption for motorbikes to use the BOAT is removed from Traffic 

order. 

Ref. 5 : Councillor Patricia Jones and Councillor John James 

Cllrs Pat Jones and John James agree with the views of local 

residents and the signees of the petition (See Ref. 1 above) in 

supporting the prohibition of driving order and objecting to 

motorbikes using the BOAT. Cllr. Jones and Cllr. James have also 

been made aware that the St.Illtyd’s walk is due to be re-launched 

which will be a significant event in the ramblers calendar and is 

expected to attract many walkers all year round. They welcome the 

BOAT being open to pedestrians, horses and their riders, but not 

motorbikes. 

Ref. 5 

Recommend that the published exemption for motorbikes to use the BOAT is removed from Traffic 

order. 

 


